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Edward Elgar was once for a few years the most well-liked composer in Britain; his tune was,
and remains, inextricably associated with the final, excellent years of the Empire. but Elgar
himself was once virtually fullyyt untypical of the British Establishment. Born a shop-keeper's
son, a part of an energetic Catholic family members and community, Elgar struggled for a few
years opposed to the prejudices his history raised in track circles. Ironically, composition for the
Anglican Church used to be an enormous early platform for Elgar, and it really is throughout the
sacred song that this pioneering research ways his existence and work. It strains the
improvement of a composer whose paintings used to be criticised for its Catholic overtones, but
who was once knighted and the recipient of various professorships. John Allison weaves
biography, composition and faith as by no means prior to to supply an important and illuminating
new work. as well as surveying the sacred music, a lot of it for the 1st time, he provides a useful
directory of the works, their scoring and primary production.
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